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Dear Supervisor Avey,
The Helena Hunters and Anglers Association appreciates this opportunity to comment on Alternative 4
of the Tenmile-South Helena Project. Our members live within or near this project and have regularly
recreated within this area for the last half century. Our membership is comprised of professional
wildlife biologists , fisheries biologists, archeologists, water quality specialists, foresters, loggers,
engineers, and all of us are backcountry hunters. We know this area well and have keenly observed
changes that have occurred over the past 50 years.
While we are particularly concerned with the Inventoried Roadless Areas within this project area, it is
important to recognize that National Forest lands outside of the IRAs provide a wide range of important
wildlife habitats. These areas also deserve careful attention to assure that Forest Plan Standards for
wildlife, soils, vegetation, and water quality are met.
Fire
The Divide Landscape is a fire-dependent and adapted ecosystem. While a fear of fire seems to be
driving this project, it is important to recognize that natural fire occurrence provides ecosystem services
for nutrient recycling, wildlife habitat creation, forest diversity stimulation, among the many other
benefits. Most plants and animals in these forests are adapted to periodic fires.1 Wild fire needs to be
allowed to occur on this landscape. How will that be accommodated?
Several harvest approaches are planned as methods to supposedly reduce fire potential. Yet, on June
10, 2015, members of HHAA attended programs in Helena by Mark Finney, Ph.D. of the USDA Missoula
Fire Sciences Laboratory where he stated, “There’s a confusion that if you do timber management
you’re doing fuel management -- you’re not… We’re not going to cut our way out of the problem, but
there are ways to do this strategically, get the benefits and have a sustainable fire management
approach.” “Timber harvesting doesn’t substitute for the change in fuel structure under prescribed
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burning,” The program was covered by the Independent Record2. Finney also stated that fire breaks are
another conventional mitigation tool that have proven ineffective. Spotting easily breaches fuel breaks,
potentially leaving firefighters in danger.
Rather than being ignored, scientific research by the USDA’s own Fire Sciences Lab should be guiding
activity within the Tenmile-South Helena project. As such, extensive linear fire-breaks and timber
harvest prescriptions for the sake of fire control would be costly as well as ineffective.
Other fire researchers3 state,
“Extreme environmental conditions ... overwhelmed most fuel treatment effects.... This
included almost all treatment methods including prescribed burning and thinning.... Suppression
efforts had little benefit from fuel modifications.”
“It may not be necessary or effective to treat fuels in adjacent areas in order to suppress fires
before they reach homes; rather, it is the treatment of the fuels immediately proximate to the
residences, and the degree to which the residential structures themselves can ignite that
determine if the residences are vulnerable.”
“The majority of acreage burned by wildfire in the US occurs in a very few wildfires under
extreme conditions (Strauss et al., 1989; Brookings Institution, 2005). Under these extreme
conditions suppression efforts are largely ineffective.”
In addition, carbon sequestration must be seriously addressed at every level, including the TSH project.
It cannot be concluded that the TSH project will be miniscule in the sequestration effort to reduce the
acceleration of climate change. Wood left intact in the forest has a much higher value in this regard
than removing it for fire reduction efforts according to work conducted by the US Forest Service,
Western Wildland Environmental Threat Assessment Center4

Private land Buffers
At the same time, we understand the concern of homeowners with respect to fire and therefore support
the expanded proposal to create Private Land Buffers. The literature [http://www.firewise.org/wildfirepreparedness/be-firewise/home-and-landscape/defensible-space.aspx] indicates that 100-200 feet of
clearing is adequate to be effective within the Home Ignition Zone. Therefore the proposal for 100
YARDS of treatment within the South Helena portions seems more than adequate, while in the Tenmile
drainage the plan is for 200 YARD buffers, which would be at least 3 times the standard treatment. Is
that distance really necessary and is it being proposed because of steep slopes?
Treatments: Shaded Fuel Break
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From Appendix B: Terminology, it is not clear whether shaded fuel breaks constitute commercial timber
sales. What does the following mean? "Prescriptions would include hand and/or mechanical removal of
dead trees…" How are the trees to be removed since there are no existing or proposed roads in many of
these places? To avoid landscape impacts, within IRAs, hauling trees out of Shaded Fuel Breaks should
not occur. Definitions indicate that this in fact would occur. Swaths of firebreaks for miles, and
associated roads within Lazyman and Jericho IRAs clearly would denigrate the wilderness nature of
these IRAs. There are 5 units in Lazyman covering at least 700 acres, while in Jericho there are 9 units
stretching over at least 1,000 acres.
Treatments: Precommercial Thinning
Precommercial thinning should not be occurring in Inventoried Roadless Area. Such activity
presupposes that commercial harvest will follow. Commercial harvest with associated roads is
inappropriate in IRAs. Small units or portions of units occur in Lazyman (135, 40).
Treatments: Regeneration Harvest
Regeneration harvest should not be occurring in Inventoried Roadless areas. Two units or portions of
units occur in each of the Lazyman and Jericho IRAs.
The intensity of harvest in the area on and south of the Brooklyn Bridge ridge seriously compromises
wildlife habitat and security. Can this be reduced?
Thank you for dropping units in Little Corral Gulch.
Inventoried Roadless Areas
Integrity of the Lazyman Inventoried Roadless Area is of paramount concern. To this end the following
must be addressed
• Wilderness potential for the Lazyman IRA must be preserved.
• Proposed mountain bike routes through IRAs are not acceptable. All proposed mountain bike
routes within the IRA should be abandoned. Wilderness potential would forever be negated if
these routes are sanctioned.
• No mechanical treatments should occur within the IRA.
• Preparations for burning should be done with chainsaws and hand-piling.
• Small fires have been very effectively suppressed from the air and by ground crews.
• Firebreaks in the form of “Shaded Fuel Breaks” would cut swaths through the IRA that would
compromise wildlife habitat and the IRA and would not be effective against large fires that will
send firebrands ahead of the fire across long distances.
• Timber harvest units should be deleted from IRAs.
• No mountain bike routes.
The Lazyman IRA was passed into Wilderness designation by the U.S. Congress in 1988. Unfortunately,
the “Montana Natural Resources Protection and Utilization Act” was pocket veto by then-president
Regan. To those of us who have used this wild gem in its natural state for decades, casually introducing
new road prisms and mountain bike routes through the Lazyman IRA is an affront. For all of these years,
wildlife habitat has remained intact and relatively undisturbed, but Alternative 4 would categorically
change the future of this area for ever. Please implement the restrictions listed above.
Noxious Weeds
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There is absolutely no assurance that adequate funding would exist for the life of the project to address
noxious weeds. The project is projected to occur over at least 20 years. Over past decades, and at the
current time, there has been very little money for weed control. With more than 18,700 acres of
disturbances planned (29 square miles) we are extremely doubtful that weeds will be controlled. In fact
noxious weed explosions are likely. Alternative 4 mentions a weed plan but does not address its
likelihood of full and lasting implementation. Describe where funding for a 20+ weed control project
over 29 square miles will come from.
Wildlife
For wildlife, Alternative 4 is an improvement over the other action alternatives. However, six
exemptions for Forest Plan standards for wildlife would still be pursued under Alternative 4 (compared
to 10 exemptions for both Alt 2 and Alt 3). While this is progress, we need to raise the point that
security cover for wildlife has been at the center of HHAA’s concerns for several years and that 3,555
acres of commercial harvest and another 15,000 acres of reduction in forest density will contribute to
further demise of wildlife security. Measures need to be taken to improve security for all big game.
The 2012 rule states that for a period of 3 years after May 9, 2012, plan amendments may be initiated.
The proposed exemptions are site-specific amendments that would be out of compliance with the 2012
rule in that they would occur 5 years and up to 25 years beyond the 3 year provisional period.
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Forest Plan Standards for wildlife must be adhered to, particularly now that the HLCNF has
altered the landscape to a critical tipping point where forest “treatment” action now
compromises the very wildlife habitat that standards are intended to protect. Exemptions to
Standards are not acceptable.
Measures to bring the landscape into compliance with big game security standard 4a must be
implemented. This would involve road closures, retention and recruitment of security cover,
and avoiding creation of new mountain bike trails.
Measures to comply with big game summer range hiding cover must be aggressively brought to
bear.
Winter range thermal cover standard must not be exempted. It is disingenuous to say that Alt 4
would not be a change from the standard when the existing situation does not comply with the
standard. Any project should work to bring the landscape into compliance with standards.
Three of the standards are proclaimed to have “No effect, no exemption” when in fact the
current situation is “Currently does not meet standard” for MA L-2, W-1, W-2.
The standard for winter range road losures need to be honored.
Montana elk logging study recommendations, Forestwide Big Game Standard 6, have been to
guide for timber harvest activity in elk habitat for decades. They are based on intensive
scientific research and should be adhered to.
Cutting unit size maximum levels must not be exempted or gerrymandered by locating multiple
smaller cutting units adjacent to one another.

HHAA has previously submitted extensive discussion regarding elk population displacement due to
public land management, and the fact that population composition, in the form of bull elk survival is the
basis for elk security guidelines. Elk bull survival is distinctly not above objective and needs serious
habitat protection consideration in the form of security. Cumulative effects on bull elk need to be
addressed, taking into account the Telegraph project of more than 8,000 acres that is progressing
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Threatened Species
• Grizzly bears are using the area (2016 confirmed observation).
• Lynx are known to use the area (documentation by WildThings Unlimited).
• What provisions to meet known habitat requirements for these threatened species would
occur?
• How would exempting the TSH project from wildlife standards for big game affect threatened,
endangered and sensitive species?
Species of Concern
• Wolverine are known to use the area (wolverine carcass found by an HHAA member).
• Great Gray Owls, Clark’s nutcrackers, pileated woodpeckers, goshawks and other rare and
special species occur in the project area.
Some members of HHAA have recently submitted wildlife occurrence, movement, and habitat
information to the Helena Ranger District. As a result of that information we have concerns with the
following Cutting Units as described in their comment letters: 101 (wide variety of wildlife live in and
use the cover for movement across the county road); 173ab, 173bd; 90bb (the northern center piece of
the Lazyman IRA - heavily used by many species of wildlife yearlong, and is elk winter range); 9a, 9az, 42,
75 (white-tailed deer and mule deer critical habitat). These units should be abandoned or modified to
more completely accommodate the wildlife usage.
Water Quality
Water quality is a huge issue for the Divide landscape – as noted in the 2004 Roads Report by the Helena
National Forest:
“Forest roads contribute from 14 to 22 tons of sediment in the Tenmile/Walker Creek municipal
watersheds… [One of the top ten drainages with the] highest mileage [of roads] in highly
erodible soils [is] N. Fk. Travis Cr. #137. “
– and as reported in the Independent Record (November 26, 2011):
“A new report shows that the Helena National Forest holds the dubious distinction of having the
worst watershed conditions of all national forests and grasslands in Montana and portions of
Idaho and the Dakotas. … Upper Ten Mile Creek west of Helena, [is] rated Condition Class 3…
CC3 is one in need of [the most] serious help.”
Given the magnitude of planned disturbance (18,789 acres), HHAA is concerned that Alternative 4 (or
any of the other action alternatives), will not correct water quality conditions for this area. The level of
timber harvest and manipulation, and road reconstruction (15 miles) and temporary roads (12 miles that
will take up to 5 years to close), contribute sediment to watersheds. Alternative 4 does a reasonable job
of decommissioning roads and deleting them from the system to help with this huge problem, however
we are concerned that the timber removal and management aspects will contribute to water quality
problems rather than correct them.
Given that the purpose of the TSH project is to bring water quality up to standards, please specifically,
provide detailed plans with supporting data indicating how Alternative 4 would improve water quality
and bring streams within the project area into compliance with water quality standards? We are
dubious because previous projects in this area have promised similar results. We would like to see the
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data demonstrating that in fact the Chessman project, the Hazard Tree Project, the Clancy-Unionville
project, has improved water quality and meeting standards is soon to be achieved.
The photographs below show the Chessman Reservoir area both Before and After the recent logging.
This is the most recent disturbance project within the proposed Tenmile-South Helena project boundary.
Powdery soils are several inches deep in several recently disturbed areas.

ROADS and TRAILS
• Mountain Bike Trails in IRAs would forever preclude consideration of Wilderness. Mountain
bikers should not be able to unilaterally decide the fate of country that others are invested in.
Approximately 19 miles of new trail would be dedicated to mountain bikes. About 10 miles of
this would be in the IRA. Outside of the IRA another 8 miles penetrates remaining important
wildlife habitat in the Brooklyn Bridge, Buffalo Creek (recent grizzly bear sightings) and Beaver
Creek areas.
• Emergency Access Route: Emergency Access Route from Nelson Gulch to Travis Creek has
reclaimed itself. This document does not reveal that essentially a new road would be
constructed for the project then decommissioned. Opening up this route now would drastically
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•
•
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diminish the Lazyman IRA's integrity. It would be a huge conduit into otherwise relatively secure
wildlife country, and it would be pioneered as yet another mountain bike route. This would not
be acceptable.
Emergency Access Route from the county road to Brooklyn Bridge should be transformed into a
single track trail as was required in the Clancy-Unionville Record of Decision. This route can
serve mountain bikers, NOT the proposed route through the very limited wildlife security that is
left on the Brooklyn Bridge ridge.
Proposed 10 miles of trail cutting through the Lazyman Inventoried Roadless Area and through
the last remaining stronghold for wildlife would be a serious, irreversible intrusion.
Trail work has been illegally initiated in many locations. The HLCNF must have authority over
such renegade actions, with criteria to prevent construction in important wildlife habitats and
Roadless Areas.
Proposed trail from Blackhall Meadows into Buffalo Creek is in the area where grizzly bears have
recently been observed. Since bears are using this area, why would a new trail be put through
there that would encourage human use, particularly mountain bike use, when known conflicts
between grizzly bears and mountain bikers have occurred (death in East Glacier earlier this
year)?
It may be time to initiate non-motorized trail use restrictions in certain critical wildlife areas.

Thank you for this opportunity to evaluate Alternative 4. Please include these comments into the public
record for this project.

Sincerely,

Stan Frasier
President
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